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Abstract. Piston Al-Si eutectic alloys are used to produce direct-chill cast billets for subsequent forging. Because of a very complex composition and multi-phase heterogeneous structure, it is necessary to control the formation of primary and eutectic compounds either through alloying or casting conditions (or both). In this study we used ultrasonic melt processing above or across the liquidus line to affect the occurrence and size distribution of primary Si as well as morphology of primary Al dendrites and high-temperature eutectic phases. The refinement of these particles has potential benefit for mechanical properties and formability during forging.

1. Introduction

Al-Si piston alloys have been widely used in automotive industry due to their high strength, excellent castability, good wear resistance and low thermal expansion. These alloys are also used to produce hot forged engine parts. Generally, the mechanical properties of an Al-Si piston alloy are dominated by the complex microstructure with primary and eutectic phases such as α-Al, primary and eutectic Si, Mg₂Si, Al₃Cu, Al₅Cu₂Mg₃Si₆, Al₅Ni, Al₅CuNi and Al₅Cu₁Ni phases. Moreover, the addition of Cu and Mg is also used to improve the mechanical properties of Al-Si piston alloys through heat treatment [1, 2]. The amount, size and morphology of primary silicon and primary Al dendrites play role in the deformation process and affect the mechanical properties of final products. Furthermore, the β-phase (Al₉Fe₂Si₂) intermetallic is considered as a harmful phase in Al-Si alloys, particularly the large size and elongated morphology of this phase play detrimental role in mechanical properties [3]. Thus, it is important to refine or modify the hard particles such as primary Si and β-phase intermetallics, as well as achieve a uniformly equiaxed grain structure of primary aluminium in a billet. Generally, the addition of alloying elements to aluminium is a conventional method used to modify the microstructure. Ultrasonic melt treatment (UST) is shown to be efficient in refining grains, primary particles and small intermetallics [4]. However, the mechanisms and effects of UST relate to the temperature ranges in which it is applied to the melt [5, 6].

The purpose of this work is to study the microstructural evolution of an Al-Si piston alloy with high Cu content upon ultrasonic treatment during solidification, and relate the observed effects to the mechanisms of ultrasonic treatment, for improving the microstructure and hardness.

2. Material and methods

The experimental alloys were prepared using high-purity Al (99.9 wt%), commercial 99.5 wt% pure Mg and Al–45 wt% Si, Al–45 wt% Cu, Al–20 wt% Ni and Al–45 wt% Fe master alloys. The composition of the alloy was analysed by emission spectrometry and given in Table 1. This is essentially an AA4032 alloy with increased Cu concentration. The alloy was melted in a clay graphite crucible in an electric resistance furnace. The molten metal was maintained at 750 ± 5 °C. UST was performed with a 5-kW ultrasonic generator (Reltec) and a 5-kW water-cooled magnetostrictive transducer (Reltec) with a niobium sonotrode 20 mm in diameter at a working frequency of 17.5 kHz (amplitude ±20 μm). The experimental set up is designed to observe the effect of UST at different stages during solidification.
The steel mould (Figure 1) was covered by insulation material from outside to minimize heat losses from the mould wall, while being placed on a massive steel base to assure the progressive solidification from the bottom to the top. The sonotrode preheated to 600 °C was located at the top part of the mould, so that it will be submerged into the liquid metal by approximately 5 mm when the mould is filled with the melt. The molten metal was poured at 720 °C. When the mould was completely filled, the ultrasonic transducer was turned on. Therefore, the solidifying metal at the bottom part of the sample was not affected by UST (No UST). As the solidification progressed from the bottom towards the sonotrode, the solidifying alloy experienced action of ultrasound at different stages of solidification: first in the liquid phase only, then (in the middle part of the mould) across the liquidus, and finally in the mushy zone in the upper part of a billet as can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Schematic diagram of experimental set up of casting at different stages of ultrasonic treatment](image)

### Table 1. Chemical composition of Al-Si piston alloy with high Cu content as determined by emission spectrometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Al</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5Cu</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>Balance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The microstructures were examined in vertical sections reflecting each stage of UST, from the mushy zone, across the liquidus, in liquid and without UST by standard metallographic procedures. The microstructure and intermetallics were observed by optical microscope (OM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM). Prior to observation, the samples were etched by Keller’s reagent (5 ml HNO₃, 3 ml HCl and 2 ml HF in 190 ml distilled water) for 1 min. Polished samples were also anodized in Barker's solution (5% HBF₄ water solution) for about 2 min at 20 VDC and were then examined under polarized light. The grain sizes were measured using the linear intercept method according to ASTM E112-10. The quantitative measurement of primary Si particles size and grain size were carried out using image analysis software. The iron-containing intermetallics were also analysed for the chemical composition in a ZEISS Supra 35 SEM with an energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). Hardness tests were conducted by a Brinell hardness testing machine with 187.5 N load, 2.5 mm ball indenter, and 20 s dwell time.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Primary Si particles and α-Al dendrite transformation

To investigate the effect of UST treatment on the microstructure evolution at different stages of solidification, the macrostructure of the billet cross-sections was observed, and can be seen in Figure 2 (a-b). The results show that the grain macrostructure started to change when UST had been applied in the liquid stage, as compared to the bottom section of the billet where no UST had been felt and where the grain morphology was coarse. After the ultrasonic transducer was turned on and the solidification front moved upwards to the ultrasonic source, the macrostructure started to refine with a clear transition seen as the dashed line region in Figure 2c (the transition between UST and no UST treatment). This indicates that the UST was effective even when applied in the liquid state. As the solidification front was moving upwards, the grain size of Al dendrites progressively decreased, while the amount of primary Si increased, see Figure 2 (a-c, e-g).

The quantitative analysis of Al grains and primary Si is given in Figure 3. The smallest size of primary Si particles is about 35µm and is achieved when the alloy was treated with ultrasound in the liquid state, which is smaller than in the alloy treated by UST across the liquidus (42 µm), and in the mushy stage resulted in the size of primary Si particles become slightly increased. In all cases of UST the primary Si was significantly refined. However, the amount of primary Si particles is highest when UST was applied across the liquidus and in the mush, which also corresponded to a more homogenous distribution of these particles in the structure (Figure 2e, f). This is a desired effect as it makes the stress concentration on brittle particles less probably in the microstructure under load, and may improve the toughness of the alloy. The increased amount and simultaneous refinement of primary Si particles can be attributed to the effect of acoustic cavitation upon UST on the nucleation process of primary Si (when applied above and across the liquids) and fragmentation of these particles (when applied across and below the liquids). Similar effects have been observed upon UST for primary Si [5], Al₃Zr and Al₃Ti primary particles [7, 8]. Moreover, the UST treatment might also increase the melt temperature (by a few degrees) that later limit the growth of primary particles.

Figure 3b also confirms that the grain size was progressively and significantly decreased as the solidification front was moving towards the sonotrode. Figure 4 (a-d) shows the effects of UST treatment
on the refinement and the growth morphology of Al grains. It is clear that the morphology of Al grains changed from coarse dendritic to tiny globular when UST was applied in the mushy stage as compared to the alloy without UST treatment (Figure 4a, d), which correlated to refinement of the grain from about 250 to 50 µm. The Al dendrites also became finer when the UST was applied in the liquid state and across the liquidus. In these cases one can observe a mixed structure with dendritic and globular grains. It is well known that the grain refinement is directly related to the number of active nuclei in the melt. Hence, when UST was applied at high temperature (liquid stage), the main mechanism should be related to the cavitation-induced heterogeneous nucleation, e.g. on oxides [4]. While when UST was applied at lower temperature (across and below the liquidus), in addition to the already effected heterogeneous nucleation, dendrite fragmentation caused by cavitation and acoustic flows resulted in grain multiplication and refinement [9]. This led to the most significant grain refinement achieved upon UST in the mushy stage.

![Figure 3.](image)

**Figure 3.** The quantitative analysis of the Al-Si piston alloy; (a) the size and amount of primary Si particles, (b) size of α-Al grains without and with UST applied at different stages of solidification.

### 3.2. Effect of UST on the morphology of Fe-containing intermetallic

Figure 5 shows SEM images of the microstructure with Fe-containing intermetallics without UST and with UST across the liquidus. The iron-containing intermetallic phases were quite large in the Al-Si piston alloy without UST, and can be clearly seen as elongated needle-like crystals in eutectic regions (Figure 5a, shown by red arrow). After UST the morphology of these phases changed to short rods as can be seen in Figure 5b (shown by red arrows). We assume that this change was due to the ultrasonic fragmentation mechanism similar to that observed in Ref.[10]. The chemical composition of Fe-containing intermetallics were measured by EDS spot analysis with averaging over seven measured particles, and the results are listed in Table 2. Although the chemical composition of the rod-like phase is slightly different from the needles-shaped particles, the compositional range reflect the β-Al₉Si₂Fe₂ phase [11]. For refinement and the morphology change to occur the UST had to be applied in the temperature range of peritectic reaction (585-597 °C [12]) L+δ-Al₄FeSi₂ → Si+β-phase +Si [13, 14].

**Table 2.** Chemical composition analysis of iron intermetallic without and with UST applied at across liquidus stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iron intermetals phases</th>
<th>Elements (at.%)</th>
<th>Possible phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needle plate-like (No UST)</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rod-like (UST)</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Hardness measurements

In general, the hardness depends on the amount of hard particles and the size of Al grains. Figure 6 shows the effect of UST applied in different stages of solidification on the hardness of the high-Cu Al-Si piston alloy. In all cases the hardness of the alloys treated with ultrasound was higher than in the alloy solidified without UST. The largest gain in the hardness was achieved when UST was applied across the liquids (138 vs 122 HB). This correlates with the refinement of Al grains and increased amount of refined primary Si particles as well as finer intermetallics as can be seen in Figure 2f and Figure 4b. The alloy solidified without UST had coarser eutectic Si phases, large unevenly distributed primary Si and also large needle-like β particles, yet its hardness was the lowest, which gives indication of the significance of the size and distribution of hard particles for the overall alloy hardness.
4. Conclusions

- The refinement of primary Si particles can be achieved when the Al-Si piston alloy is treated by ultrasound in the liquid state (above liquidus).
- The application of UST during solidification (below liquidus and during eutectic reaction) refined Al grains through enhanced heterogeneous nucleation and dendrite fragmentation.
- The fragmentation mechanism is responsible for the modification of β-phase morphology from needle-like to rod-like structures, with simultaneous refinement of the particles.
- UST improves the hardness, particularly when UST is applied across the liquidus upon solidification.
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